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Description: 

This module is applicable mainly for BC agents and Branch. The module is required to log the 

offline activities done by the BC agents. Using the module, the offline activities will be logged at 

FIG and will be approved by branch once BC recovers amount from NPA customers.  

In this document steps given for Tagging of NPA accounts to BC agents for Recovery and 

approving or rejecting NPA customers Transactions done by BC agents through Branches. 

Branch admin needs to log in FI application for checking the pending Recovery requests and 

once BC agents performed offline recovery, requests can be approved or rejected based on 

verification. On the Admin portal, branch admin will able to see only specified NPA accounts 

details which is belongs to ASSET Code in 31,32,33 and 40. 

 

BC Online Recovery Tagging and Authorization of NPA Recoveries: 

Step 1: Bank Admin can login TCS FI admin portal using below mentioned URL. 

DC URL: http://172.1.28.41:5001/admin/Admin.jsp  

DR URL: http://172.2.47.21:5001/admin/Admin.jsp  

 

To login the application, admin has to enter their User Id, Password and captcha. 

 

 

 

http://172.1.28.41:5001/admin/Admin.jsp
http://172.2.47.21:5001/admin/Admin.jsp
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Step 2: After successful login, click on BC Recovery menu. Under the main menu Branch admin 

can select sub menus as per requests. 

 

 

If branch admin wants to tag NPA account to BC agents which is linked under the respective 

branches. Then Branch admin can choose sub menu NPA Account Tagging.  
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Branch admin has to select one NPA account to map the respective BC agent. After select the 

NPA account one child window will prompt with Agent list which is tagged witihn the respective 

branch. 

 

Branch admin can select one agent to tag the NPA account for Recovery purpose. After 

successful tagging below alert will displayed and that NPA account customer details will be 

shown in that respective BC Agent portal (refer step 7). 

 

 

Step 3: If branch admin wants to verify the NPA customer recovered transactions which is done 

by BC agents through offline mode. Then Branch admin can select sub menu Customer 

Transaction Verification. On this page only the NPA account transactions details will displayed 

to which NPA account tagged with any respective BC agents. 
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Branch admin has to select that respective transaction ID for which NPA recovery done by 

respective BC agents through offline mode and Approve the same. Branch admin can see the 

Agent ID in the last column of the details page. If the recovery is not made by BC agents, then 

branch admin can reject the transactions. On the basis of Approval/Rejection BC agents 

commission will be calculated. 

After successful approval/rejection respective alert will prompt. 

     

 

Step 4: If branch admin wants to Re-tag any NPA accounts to other BC agent which is linked 

under same branch. 

This menu will will remove tagging of NPA account with existing Agent and allow the account to 

be tagged to a another agent 
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 (This menu is provided for the purpose if Branch wishes to remove tagging from existing Agent  

if the  tagged BC agent is not working or permanently blocked or any other issue raised with 

branch by BC agent). Then branch admin can select sub menu NPA Account Re-tagging. On this 

page only tagged NPA accout details will occur for retagging. 

 

Branch admin has to select one NPA account to re-tag with other BC agent which is linked 

under respective branch. After selecting the NPA account , one child window will prompt with 

Agent list which is tagged within the respective branch.  
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Branch admin can select one agent to Re-tag the NPA account and enter remarks. After 

successful re-tagging of NPA account, the re-tagging request will sent to respective zone for re-

tagging approval (refer step 6). Based on the zone approval of the NPA account, new BC agent 

will be  able to view the NPA account details for recovery (refer step 7).  

 

 

 

And if in case if below alert occures then, Branch admin has to approve/reject such NPA 

account transactions through Customer Transaction Verification menu. 
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Note: Branch cannot complete the Retagging of a NPA account if Branch has not taken any 

action ,ie, Approved/Rejected the Transaction done in the account using Customer Transaction 

Verification menu. 

Step 5: If branch admin wants to check the active list of tagged NPA account and deletion of 

tagging (ie, Branch admin ensure that, deletion should be done only when in case of tagged BC 

agent is not working or permanently blocked or any other genuine issue raised with branch by 

BC Agent).  

Note: Once deletion of NPA account to agent tagging is successfully done then branch admin 

can’t re-tag same NPA account number with that same BC agent. 
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Step 6: If branch admin has re-tagged some NPA account to any other BC agent for recovery. 

Then those requests are pending with respective zone admin for approval/rejection.  

Zone admin can login into the admin portal through below mentioned URL.  

URL: https://fi1.bankofindia.co.in/bankadmin/BCLogin.jsp 

 

After successful login, Zone admin can access the sub menu NPA Account Re-tagging Approval 

under main menu BC Recovery. 
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Zone admin has to select NPA Account from the NPA Account and BC agent detail list displayed 

on front end. 

 

 

Zone admin can Approve/Reject NPA account Re- tagging requests raised by respective 

branches. And successful approve/reject resepective alert message will prompt. 

 

   

 

Step 7: After Branch admin has tagged NPA account to BC’s, after that Agent can login into their 

BC portal and check the details of NPA account.  

 Access the BOI FI Portal using below mentioned URL: https://fi1.bankofindia.co.in/ 

 To login the application, BCs user have to enter their User Id, Password and Captcha. 
Then click on “Login” button to continue. 

https://fi1.bankofindia.co.in/
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 After that BCs/Aadhaar holder has to give the Consent before clicking on the Verify 
button in the given consent box and that is mandatory for capturing fingerprint of 
Aadhaar holder as per Aadhar Act and Regulations 2016 as mentioned in UIDAI 
guidelines. Then tick mark the consent box and click on “Verify” button for capturing 
and authenticating the fingerprint.  

 

 

 After successful login into the application, Go to  Other Services NPA TAGGING 
menu. 
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After click on NPA Tagged menu below screen will prompt. On this page BC agents can see the 

list of all NPA account customer details. 

 

BC Agent can print the all details on click of Print button. 
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Note: The purpose of NPA TAGGING menu in Agent Login is to allow agent to approach the 

customer for NPA Recovery. 

Agent can approach only those customers for recovery for which NPA tagging is done with 

him by Branch in order to be eligible for commission calculation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THANK YOU 


